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Abstract

Combined mining is a technique for analyzing object relations and pattern re-
lations, and for extracting and constructing actionable complex knowledge (pat-
terns or exceptions) in complex situations. Although combined patterns can be
built within a single method, such as combined sequential patterns by aggregating
relevant frequent sequences, this knowledge is composed ofmultiple constituent
components (the left hand side) from multiple data sources which are represented
by different feature spaces, or identified by diverse modeling methods. In some
cases, this knowledge is also associated with certain impact (influence, action or
conclusion, on the right hand side). This paper presents a high-level picture of
combined mining and the combined patterns from the perspective of object and
pattern relation analysis. Several fundamental aspects ofcombined pattern mining
are discussed, including feature interaction, pattern interaction, pattern dynamics,
pattern impact, pattern relation, pattern structure, pattern paradigm, pattern forma-
tion criteria, and pattern presentation (in terms of pattern ontology and pattern dy-
namic charts). We also briefly illustrate the concepts and discuss how they can be
applied to mining complex data for complex knowledge in either a multi-feature,
multi-source, or multi-method scenario.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we introduce the concept of combined (pattern) mining. Combined
mining is proposed for handling the complexity of employingmulti-feature sets,
multi-information sources, constraints, multi-methods and multi-models in data
mining, and for analyzing complex relations between objects or descriptors (at-
tributes, sources, methods, constraints, labels and impacts) or between identified
patterns during the learning process. Combined patterns may be formed through
the analysis of the internal relations between objects or pattern constituents ob-
tained by a single method on a single dataset, for instance, combined sequential
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patterns formed from analyzing the relations within a discovered sequential pat-
tern space.

With the exception of object and pattern relation analysis,which is a very new
topic in the data mining community, many approaches and algorithms are available
in the literature on other aspects of the above combinations. The main contribution
of combined mining is that it enables the extraction, discovery, construction and
induction of knowledge which consists not simply of discriminant objects but also
of interactions and relations between objects, as well as their impact. This is called
actionable complex patterns, because they reflect pattern elements and relations,
which form certain pattern structures and dynamics, and indicate decision-making
actions.

Combined mining provides an overall solution for meeting the challenge of
mining complex knowledge in complex data [8]. It also substantially builds upon
other individual approaches such as conceptual inductive learning [22, 23] and
inference, generalization, aggregation and summarization [20, 45], in order to in-
tegrate them with data-driven knowledge discovery from complex environments.
Specifically, pattern relation analysis augments the following areas: knowledge
representation and reasoning [28], inductive learning [22], semantic and ontologi-
cal engineering [30], pattern theory [16], and pattern language [1].

This paper will not discuss specific combined mining techniques, which are
available from our other references [7, 9, 10, 39, 40, 41, 42,43, 44, 45]; rather,
it is intended to present an abstract high level picture of combined mining by ad-
dressing some very important issues in combined mining and general data min-
ing and machine learning. This includes concepts, combinedpattern formation,
presentation and applications, and evaluation. In particular, the paper examines
concepts, mechanism design and the representation of combined pattern forma-
tion criteria, pattern relations, paradigms, and structures. These aspects have not
been discussed in the literature to date, yet they expand thepotential of combined
mining into a much bigger space, including non-structural patterns such as the con-
ditional probability-based pattern merger. This paper represents an abstraction of
the existing specific designs and methods. It is expected that readers will acquire a
high level understanding of combined mining through reading this paper and refer
to specific papers for details. We aim to motivate researchers to consider funda-
mental issues in data mining, including object relation analysis, pattern structure,
pattern relation, paradigm, ontology and evolution. This may enable readers to
access the great potential of using combined mining for other complex problem-
solving.

It is worthwhile clarifying the difference between combined mining and other
relevant techniques and purposes. First, the actionability of patterns [8, 11] and
how to discover actionable patterns [26, 34, 27] are beyond the scope of this paper,
even though we argue that combined mining intends to deliveractionable results.
Readers who are interested in these topics can find many references, such as those
on domain driven data mining [4, 8, 5] and action rule discovery [26, 27, 34]. Sec-
ond, combined mining tackles a range of different scenariosfrom multiple sets of
features [18] to multiple sources and multiple methods as necessary for problem-
solving [7]. Third, typical inductive learning techniquessuch as inductive learning
for rule generalization [35, 22] are designed to generalizesymbolic descriptions
from examples and observations, with or without exceptions, discover alternative
hypotheses, and handle meta-values. While combined miningcan be used for
conceptual learning, it mainly tackles the complexity of pattern discovery environ-
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ments. Finally, combined mining could be treated as a hybriddata mining method
if it were to be applied for multi-method combined pattern mining to generate
many different combinations of different data mining approaches [17, 24, 25, 27].
The combination of classification with association rule mining, for instance, pro-
duces an associative classifier which may be built on an unordered dataset to pre-
dict online shopping fraud.

In addition, while ontology and context may need to be incorporated or consid-
ered in combined pattern representation, presentation andlearning, the purpose of
combined mining is not the same as that of ontology mining andcontext-dependent
knowledge discovery. As opposed to pattern theory and pattern language, which
ambitiously aims to provide a general mathematical and algebraic framework for
representing and inferring patterns as structures and architectures regulated by
rules and combinatory operations, combined mining focuseson discovering and
extracting more meaningful patterns from complex data.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2introduces the
relevant background concepts and related work, especiallythe need to discover and
induce complex but actionable knowledge. Basic concepts ofcombined patterns
are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the key issues in combined
pattern formation. Pattern presentation is discussed in Section 5. Applications and
an evaluation of combined mining, including case studies, are outlined in Section
6. Section 7 discusses the challenges and prospects of combined mining. The
paper concludes in Section 8.

2 Background
In this section, we discuss our conceptual understanding ofthe word ‘pattern’ and
discuss the trend of mining complex data for complex knowledge.

2.1 Pattern As a General Concept
What do we really mean by a pattern? Can we define it in strictlylogic terms?
Such questions have been studied by colleagues for decades,such as the general
pattern theory [16] and pattern language [1]. From the very high level perspective,
all kinds of knowledge from data are to be mined for patterns.More specifically,
in this paper, ‘pattern’ covers both patternable (i.e. the pattern we usually refer to
pattern mining) and non-patternable (i.e. an exception or unusual pattern) findings
from data. Hereafter ‘pattern’ covers ‘outlier’ and ‘exception’.

A pattern is a combination of relevantdescriptors(attributes, called internal
elements in this paper) associated with certainrelations(for instance, frequency,
classifier or probabilistic distribution) andconstraints. In the existing pattern dis-
covery and exception mining, a resultant pattern is an individual outcome that has
one of the pattern structures detailed below:

Type I: {Antecedent}, a combination of attributes, in which a pattern is composedof
a collection of internal elements in the underlying problem. Typical exam-
ples include frequent pattern mining, association rules and clustering. Un-
supervised learning usually delivers different combinations of underlying
variables.
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Type II: {{Antecedent} {connective} {Consequent}}, or{{Premise} {connective}
{Conclusion}}, in which a series of attributes are connected with one an-
other to form the antecedent (or premise) and are then associated in terms
of certainconnectiveswith (or lead to) an additionalconsequent(or con-
clusion, Impact). Supervised learning such as classification usually delivers
outcomes associated with supervised indicators (e.g., class labels). The com-
bination of unsupervised learning with supervised learning [38] also results
in this type of deliverable, such as the frequent pattern-based classifier and
classification rules. Emerging discussions on high utilitypattern mining also
fall into this category.

Type III: {{Antecedent}| {condition} {connective} {Consequent}}, in which the oc-
currence of an antecedent connects consequent results fromcertaincondi-
tions. A condition may be an exception or exclusion of some attributes, a
constraint, or a certain context. For instance, a mobile preference pattern
{{business managers}| {between20 and 35 years old} {{more likely}
{touse iphone rather than Blackberry}}.

We call the source data and pattern outcomesType I if they consist of internal
elements only;Type IIdata and patterns include additional external conclusionsor
impacts. If a source or pattern is context, condition or constraint dependent, then
it falls into Type III.

Type II and Type III patterns are clearly much more informative and action-
able [4, 10, 8] than Type I patterns, because they consist of external information
(the impact indicator and/or condition) which is in addition to the internal descrip-
tors. While it is often costly or even impossible to obtain the external information,
domain and background knowledge driven or partial label based semi-supervised
learning is highly valued for learning Type II and Type III patterns on Type I Data.
This paper will mainly discuss pattern combination aspects, pattern structures, re-
lations and paradigms for these three types of data and patterns.

As we will discuss with regard to pattern representation (Section 4) and pre-
sentation (Section 5), a pattern in this sense is a knowledgeelement, but not all
knowledge elements form patterns. We will discuss the applicability of knowledge
representation and reasoning to pattern representation and inference (see Section
6.1).

2.2 Trend of Discovering and Inducing Complex but Ac-
tionable Knowledge
Mining complex data for complex knowledge has been discussed as a major chal-
lenge for next-generation data mining [8] such as domain driven data mining for
actionable knowledge discovery [4, 5, 8] and action rule mining [26, 34, 27].
Another trend is to discover interesting patterns, and further induce meaningful
concepts [22] from the learned patterns into logic-style deliverables indicating
decision-making actions [8]. With increases in data size, complexity, value recog-
nition and strategic use, there is a clear need to mine complex big data for complex
but actionable knowledge.

The identified individual patterns of existing approaches confront, but are not
limited to, the key issues that patterns are not sufficientlyinformative and are often
not actionable.
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From the information perspective, the resultant patterns often have simple
structures, and/or are simple combinations of pattern elements. They often ignore
dependency between features and objects, overlook coupling relations between at-
tributes, attribute values, objects and patterns, and neglect the impact of patterns.
Consequently, although the findings are interesting, they are not sufficiently infor-
mative to support decision-making actions (we call the patterns actionable if they
can inform or support decision-making actions).

An example in mining debt-related taxpayer lodgment and payment behav-
iors shows that the use of decision tree and rain forest leadsto interesting rules
that indicate by whom and in what circumstances, a taxpayer’s debt is collectable.
However, some of the corresponding debts are never recoverable. This indicates
that the rules are not actionable, because the debts identified by the patterns cannot
be collected. This example shows the difference between pattern interestingness
and pattern actionability [8, 4, 11].

There may be many and varying reasons for this [4, 5, 11]. In this paper, we at-
tribute the weakness of knowledge actionability of findingsresulting from existing
methods to the oversight or limited consideration of the following aspects: fea-
ture interaction, pattern interaction, pattern dynamics,pattern impact, pattern re-
lation, pattern structure, selection criteria, and pattern presentation. These aspects
raise some fundamental issues in mining complex data for complex but actionable
knowledge. We will discuss them briefly in the following sections by introducing
the methodology of combined mining.

3 Combined Pattern Concepts

3.1 Preliminary
Combined patterns are formed by one or more of the following pattern elements:

• Data sourcesD , which are the multiple data feeds that arise from the features
of the patterns mined

• Feature setsF , which are extracted or constructed from data sources, and
form the constituent components of the left hand side of patterns

• Modeling methodsR1, which correspond to certain objective functions, and
generate the constituent components of the patterns on either one or more
data or feature sets, interchangeably.R1 also represents a set of coupling
relations that associate the features

• Pattern impact(s)I , in some cases (Type II and Type III patterns below),
one to many impacts are associated with the constituent components

• Impact coupling relationsR2, which capture the relations between patterns
and impacts.

The engagement of the above elements and their instantiations in respective com-
bined patterns are based on the specific problem and its context, as well as the
analytical and business objectives. Consequently, combined pattern mining is a
process of producing actionable knowledge (patterns or exceptions)

1) with multiple constituent components forming the pattern antecedent on the
left hand side of the patterns, extracted from multiple datasources, repre-
sented by different feature spaces, or identified by diversemodeling meth-
ods,
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2) for Type II patterns, consisting of pattern consequent onthe right hand side
of the patterns, namely pattern impact(s),

3) for Type III patterns, incorporating context (or condition, constraint) on the
pattern antecedent,

4) a pattern mining method set (also representing a couplingrelation set 1R1)
which associates multiple components with one another,

5) for Type II and Type III patterns, a coupling relation set 2R2 which asso-
ciates multiple patterns with respective pattern impact(s).

Definition 1 (Type I Combined Pattern) Type I combined patternsP1:

P1 : R1(F (D)) (1)

where patternsP1 are identified through data mining methodsR1 deployed on
featuresF from datasetD . Any pattern instance pi (pi ∈ P1) is also called an
atomic pattern.

Definition 2 (Type II Combined Pattern) Type II combined patternsP2:

P2 : R2(R1(F (D)),I )→ I (2)

where patternsP2 are identified through data mining methodsR1 deployed on
featuresF from datasetD , the patterns are also associated with impactI through
relationsR2.

We see that Type I combined patterns are special cases of TypeII patterns.

P2 : R2(P1)→ I (3)

Definition 3 (Type III Combined Pattern) Type III combined patternsP3:

P3 : R2(R1(F (D)),I )| C → I (4)

where patternsP3 are identified in the same way as Type II patternsP2 but under
conditionC .

We see that Type II patterns are generalized Type III combined patterns as they do
not consider the condition of pattern existence.

P3 : C (P2)→ I (5)

Accordingly, the atomic Type I combined patterns appear as the left hand side of
the atomic Type II and Type III patterns.

3.2 Pattern Combination Aspects
The word “combined” in combined pattern mining refers to either one or more of
the following combination approaches.

• Combinations of multiple sets of the same pattern elements:In this case, a
single combined patternconsists of different components of the same pattern
element, for instance, attributes in different feature sets or data sources.

Example 1 Students (c1) living in rural suburbs (demographic data) as well
as (c2) with a low level of subject engagement activities (learning data) are
more likely to (c3) fail a subject (impact).
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• Combinations of atomic patterns: Here acompound combined patternin-
cludes two to many atomic patterns identified by either the same method
or several methods, or several atomic patterns from the samemethod but
associated with different impact levels or types.

Example 2 p1: a student who frequently accesses library resources (atomic
frequent pattern 1 on library data) is more likely to pass a subject (impact),
and p2: a student who has frequent access to university online websites
(atomic frequent pattern 2 on online data) is also more likely to pass a sub-
ject (impact). p3: A student who frequently accesses the library as well as
online resources has an even higher likelihood of passing the subject.

As a result, a combined pattern appears as either a single pattern or a collection
of atomic patterns. Example 1 is a single Type II pattern thatcombines features
from two data sources. Example 2 illustrates a compound combined pattern with
the combination of Type II atomic patterns. We will further discuss the pattern
structures in Section 4.4.

The combination of elements of data sourcesD , feature setsF , modeling
methodsR1, pattern impact(s)I , and impact coupling relationsR2 may take
many different forms. The main aspects considered for the merger of atomic pat-
terns include: Feature Interaction, Pattern Interaction,Pattern Dynamics, and Pat-
tern Impact.

• Feature interaction: although features are generally treated as being indepen-
dent from one another in classic statistics, data mining andmachine learning
analysis, interactions are actually embedded between features in terms of
certain relations. Different types of dependency determine various interac-
tion forms, and result in diverse pattern outlets.

Example 3 In educational data analysis, a student’s cultural background
(such as birth country and language) is highly associated with the suburb in
which s/he lives. Such a correlation may need to be considered in learning
their relations with academic performance rather than treating them inde-
pendently and equally.

• Pattern interaction: refers to the interactions between pattern constituents
for single combined patterns or between atomic patterns. The interaction is
embodied through some form of relation, whether syntactic,semantic and/or
mathematical.

Example 4 In Example 1, the pattern consists of two constituents c1 of de-
mographical characteristics and c2 about learning behaviors. They come
from different data sources, which capture two aspects of students. In the
pattern, they are of a conjunction relation; further c1 and c2 form a causal
coupling with c3 as the effect, represented by(c1∧ c2)→ c3. In Example 2,
atomic pattern p3 is a merger of patterns p1 and p2, denoted as p3 = p1∧p2,
with the conjunction relation between p1 and p2.

• Pattern dynamics: refers to the change of pattern elements,structures and/or
pattern relations, which may be caused by the underlying elements, namely:
data sources, features and/or impacts.

Example 5 Example 3 illustrates a pattern that indicates a relation between
a student’s cultural background and the suburb in which theylive. We also
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find that a student moving from his/her birth country to live in another coun-
try may be indicative of a high risk of failing fundamental subjects. This
pattern can be treated as a derivative on top of Example 3, which indicates
the change of pattern constituent from a birth country to a different country
of residence.

• Pattern impact: refers to the influence of a pattern associated, for instance
with certain business outcomes or concerns, represented asa label, risk level
or dollar value, or a nominal influence defined for certain purposes, such as
utility.

Example 6 In Example 2, failing or passing a subject is an impact triggered
by or associated with the corresponding learning behaviors.

• Pattern context: refers to the environment in which a pattern is discovered or
extracted, representing where or under what condition or constraint a pattern
exists or occurs.

Example 7 In Example 1, living in rural suburbs can be treated as a context
of the pattern.

Pattern context plays an important role in pattern combination. In Section 4,
context (including condition and constraint) may be involved in every aspect
of pattern formation criteria, relation, paradigm and structure.

4 Combined Pattern Formation

4.1 Pattern Formation Criteria
In Section 3.2, we discussed the main factors of pattern combinations, including
feature interaction, pattern interaction, pattern dynamics and pattern impact. These
factors form the foundation of combined pattern formation as well as pattern evo-
lution. In the selection of combined patterns, we need to consider these factors.

The value of discovered and constructed combined patterns can be evaluated
in terms of two perspectives: technical significance and business impact [11]. We
will discuss the business impact of a combined pattern in Section 6.

The technical significance of a pattern is equivalent to the so-called ‘interest-
ingness’. To reflect the relations between patterns (see Section 4.2), the technical
criteria can be specified in terms of the following three key perspectives: pattern
similarity, pattern dissimilarity, and pattern dependence.

• Pattern similarity: this is to analyze whether two or more atomic patterns
share enough similarity to form a pair or cluster of similar patterns. The
similarity measures may be further specified in terms of the feature set, in-
teraction, relation, distance, density, shape, structureor impact between con-
stituent patterns.

Example 8 In an online banking business, p4: frequent testing of different
customer accounts where all attempts fail within a very short time period is
highly likely to indicate an ID takeover fraud. In other cases, p5: a customer
frequently testing different accounts where the last try succeeds within a very
short time period is also highly likely to indicate an ID takeover fraud. Here,
patterns p4 and p5 form a combined pattern through sharing a common
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structure, i.e. frequently testing different accounts within a very short time
period, and ID takeover fraud.

• Pattern dissimilarity: refers to the difference between constituent patterns
which are comparable. While we focus on difference, the comparability
of atomic patterns is also very important, in order to connect them into a
combined pattern. The comparability may lie in the aspects of the feature set,
interaction, relation, distance, density, shape, structure or impact between
patterns.

Example 9 Taking Example 8 in online banking fraud detection, if p6: con-
sists of p4 associated with no dollar loss, while p7: is composed of p5 with
high dollar loss, then these two new patterns form a combinedpattern con-
nected through a common structure, i.e. different, frequently tested accounts
within a very short time period and ID takeover fraud, but they are highly
dissimilar to each other since they lead to very different impacts.

• Pattern dependence: indicates that the constituent patterns share some de-
pendent relations in the aspects of the feature set, interaction, relation, struc-
ture, or impact.

Example 10 In an online banking business, if p5: a customer frequently
tests different accounts but with the last try succeeds within a very short
time period, and another pattern p8 consists of a further condition that the
IP address of the customer falls in a list of suspicious countries on top of p5,
then p5 and p8 form a combined pattern, and p8 is dependent on p5.

The similarity, dissimilarity and dependence may be embodied through explicit or
implicit relations. Explicit relations may appear as structural or semantic opera-
tors, which can be obtained from domain knowledge. Implicitrelations appear in
mathematical terms - particularly statistical functions -which are usually learned
from the data. In addition, patterns may be similar, dissimilar or dependent un-
der certain conditions or within certain contexts, which forms conditional similar-
ity, dissimilarity and dependence. This needs to be considered in pattern relation,
paradigm and structure formation, learning, representation and presentation.

4.2 Pattern Relations
Pattern relations refer to the couplings between patterns and between pattern ele-
ments (constituents). There are different aspects to the evaluation of pattern rela-
tions; for instance, in terms of different relations and structures, such as structural
relation, semantic relation, dependency relation, and probability relation. In addi-
tion, the coupling relations between patterns can also be explored from temporal,
inferential and party-based aspects [31]. The proper representation, reasoning and
checking of such relations may be beyond that of basic Boolean operations [15].

Below is listed a few possible relations (and the corresponding connectives)
between patterns, or between pattern constituents, by considering multiples of the
above aspects:

• Serial coupling: The constituent patterns are with sequential order repre-
sented by operator ‘,’, e.g.,{a,b, · · · ,n}.

• Causal coupling: There is causality relation between the constituent patterns
represented by operator ‘→’, e.g.,{a→ d}.
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• Synchronous coupling: The constituent patterns occur in concurrency, rep-
resented by operator ‘‖’, e.g.,{b‖c‖, · · · ,‖k}.

• Conjunction coupling: The constituent patterns take place together, repre-
sented by operator ‘∧’, e.g.,a∧b.

• Disjunction coupling: At least one of the constituent patterns must happen,
represented by operator ‘∨’, e.g.,d∨k.

• Exclusive coupling: Different patterns occur on a mutually exclusive basis,
represented by operator ‘⊕’, e.g.,{d⊕, · · · ,⊕ j}.

• Dependent coupling: Some patterns have required dependents such as prefix
or postfix components, represented by operator ‘⇒’, e.g.,{c⇒ (b∨m)}.

Taking the causal sequential relation as an example, there may be many dif-
ferent relation combinations that exist between sequential patterns or sequential
elements; for instance:

• Positive enablingrelation, represented bya→ b, in which element (or sub-
pattern)a positively enables (followed by)b;

• Negative enablingrelation, represented by¬a → b, in which element (or
sub-pattern)a negatively enablesb, or the non-occurrence ofa positively
enablesb;

• And splitrelation, represented bya→ (b∧ c), where elementsb andc must
be conducted oncea has occurred;

• Or split relation, represented bya → (b∨ c), where eitherb or c happens
oncea has occurred;

• And joinrelation, represented by(a∧b)→ c, wherec happens only if both
a andb have been conducted;

• Or join relation, represented by(a∨b)→ c, wherec happens only if either
a or b has been conducted.

Considering the pattern relations in combined pattern mining discussed above,
many novel structures of patterns can be extracted or constructed (see Section 4.4).
Below, we present some examples of combined patterns constructed by the above
pattern relations.

Example 11 Figure 1 illustrates four types of complex compound patterns in high
utility sequence analysis (where−− represents a pattern coupling relation). For
instance, (a) shows theand splithierarchical relation between a,b,c,d, indicating
that a sequential element a associated with element b and then c has low utility
level ul ; while a associated with element b and then d has high utilitylevel u2. The
elements b, c and d connecting with impacts u1 and u2 form a complexand split
hierarchical relation.

4.3 Combined Pattern Paradigms
The combination of the aforementioned pattern elements andcombination fac-
tors in terms of specific selection criteria and pattern coupling relations will con-
tribute to different pattern paradigms. Below, we discuss three combined pattern
paradigms: similar combined patterns, dissimilar combined patterns, and depen-
dent combined patterns.
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Figure 1: Complex Combined Patterns

Scenario 1 (Similar Combined Patterns) The constituent patterns in a combined
pattern share some similarity in feature, interaction, relation, structure or impact.
As discussed above, similarity is measured through distance, density, shape, struc-
ture or relation that is specific to certain pattern mining methods.

Typical similar combined patterns include the combinations of frequent patterns,
high utility patterns, clusters, and classes.

Scenario 2 (Dissimilar Combined Patterns) The constituent patterns in a com-
bined pattern have some dissimilarity in feature, interaction, relation, structure or
impact, as measured by distance, density, shape, structureor relation specific to
certain pattern mining methods.

Typical dissimilar combined patterns are contrast-based combined patterns, in which
two atomic patterns are associated with opposite impacts (labels).

Scenario 3 (Dependent Combined Patterns) Also calledConditional Combined
Patterns, in which one pattern forms the precondition of another. Thecondition
may come from the aspect of feature, interaction, relation,structure or impact.

Three types of dependent combined patterns areincremental patterns, decremental
patterns, andconditional probability patterns.

Instance 1 (Incremental Patterns) Also calledPrefix Combined Patterns, in which
any two neighboring atomic patterns in the combined collection form an incremen-
tal relation, namely pattern i+1sharing some incremental part of features, pattern
elements, structures or impacts on top of pattern i.

Example 12 The constituent pattern 1 shows that a student living in a rural sub-
urb has a high risk of failing a subject. Constituent pattern2 indicates that if the
student lives in a rural suburb, and the suburb is a low socio-economic area, then
s/he has a very high likelihood of failing the subject.

Instance 2 (Decremental Patterns) Also calledPostfix Combined Patterns, where
the constituent pattern i consists of an additional part of features, pattern elements,
structures or impacts compared to pattern i+1.

In Example 12, the constituent patterns 2 and 1 form a decremental partnership.
In incremental and decremental patterns, some atomic patterns serve as the

underlying patterns; the immediate neighboring patterns are the derivative form of
them. For example, in [9], we specify theunderlying-derivativecombined patterns.
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Incremental and decremental patterns are more about pattern structure depen-
dence. Readers may refer to [9] to access details about how incremental and decre-
mental frequent patterns and frequent sequences are formedin social security data.
In practice, such structural relations are often hard to detect in large data; this is
even challenging which structural relations appear to be implicit. This is partic-
ularly difficult if we do not have the hypothesis of what kind of incremental or
decremental relations exist in the data. For patterns appearing in trees, graphs or
other unstructured formats, it would be much more difficult to learn and extract
such relations.

In addition, conditional probability patterns cater for implicit dependency be-
tween atomic patterns when a probabilistic model fits a dataset.

Instance 3 (Conditional Probability Patterns) The constituent patterns form a
conditional probability relation in terms of features, elements, interaction, struc-
ture or impact.

The conditional probability relation may be embodied through certain statistical
relations and functions. For instance, a chain of states mayaffect one another,
which can be modeled according to the Markov assumption.

4.4 Combined Pattern Structures
The extraction and construction of combined patterns contribute to different types
of patterns and pattern structures. The structures of combined patterns depend
on many aspects, including pattern mining methods, featureinteraction, pattern
interaction, pattern dynamics, pattern impact, combination factors, and pattern se-
lection criteria. Different combinations of these aspectswill lead to a variety of
combined pattern structures and novel pattern types. Within the universal space of
combined patterns, a feasible direction for creating combined patterns is to com-
bine atomic patterns in terms of one to two aspects by following the three pattern
combination paradigms discussed in Section 4.3. Below, we discuss a few scenar-
ios.

Scenario 4 (Single Combined Patterns) A single combined pattern consists of dif-
ferent elements within one pattern presentation. The pattern is a mixture of com-
ponents such as features, elements, impacts and relations from different sources or
methods.

For instance, an associative classifier generates single combined associations with
labels attached.

Scenario 5 (Compound Combined Patterns) A compound combined pattern is
composed of a collection of patterns connected through particular similar or dis-
similar relations or functions in terms of features, elements, structures, impacts or
other aspects.

Incremental patterns and decremental patterns are compound combined patterns.
Based on the structure of the compound, we may have basic compound patterns
and complex compound patterns.

Instance 4 (Basic Compound Patterns) A basic compound pattern consists of a
set of atomic patterns connected by one simple combination relation, function or
strategy.
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For instance, a set of RFID purchase transaction associations has the same level of
customer value.

Instance 5 (Complex Compound Patterns) A complex compound pattern consists
of a set of atomic patterns connected by more than one combination relation, func-
tion or strategy. The constituent patterns may form a complex structure, for in-
stance, a hierarchical relation between them.

Based on the number of atomic patterns in a compound pattern,we have pair
compound patterns and cluster compound patterns, for shortpair patterns and clus-
ter patterns.

Instance 6 (Pair Patterns) A pair combined pattern consists of two constituent
patterns, which share some similarity, dissimilarity and dependence in feature,
interaction, relation, structure or impact.

Based on the similarity and dependence between the constituents, different types of
pair patterns may be extracted or derived: similar pairs in which the sub-patterns
share some similarity, dissimilar pairs in which they appear very differently but
have some dependent relation. For similar pairs, incremental and decremental
pairs can be constructed with a dependent coupling relationbetween constituents.
Dissimilar pairs may present as parallel pairs in which the atomic patterns are
positively or negatively connected in terms ofAnd relation, or contrast pairs with
the components negatively or exclusively related to an impact (including label).

Example 13 Given behavior elements a,b,c,d, the impact i, a parallel similar
pair is formed as{a,b,c||a,b,d}, where a,b,c and a,b,d are two sub-patterns; a
contrast dissimilar pair is as{a,b,c → i||a,b,d →¬i}, in which a,b,c is associ-
ated with positive impact while a,b,d with negative impact.

Instance 7 (Cluster Patterns) A cluster combined pattern consists of more than
two constituent patterns, which share some similarity, dissimilarity and depen-
dence in feature, interaction, relation, structure or impact.

Similar to pair patterns, atomic patterns may be connected in terms of different
pattern relations, and many appear as an incremental cluster or decremental cluster.

Both pair patterns and cluster patterns may take the form of basic or complex
compound patterns. In the real world, atomic patterns may beconnected in very
complicated relations and form hybrid patterns.

Instance 8 (Hybrid Patterns) A hybrid combined pattern consists of more than
two constituent patterns, which are connected in terms of complex pattern relations
such as exclusive and precedence relations, and structureswith components linked
together in terms of structural relations such as the And Split, Or Split, And Join
and Or Join.

Figure 1 illustrates a few hybrid combined patterns.
Considering the influence of compound patterns and the negation of pattern

elements, we can havepositive combined patternsandnegative combined patterns,
as well assingle impact combined patternsandmultiple impact combined patterns.

Instance 9 (Positive Combined Patterns) A positive combined pattern only con-
sists of constituent patterns connected in a positive relation, in aspects of similarity
and dependence in feature, interaction, relation, structure or impact.

For instance,{a,b,c→ i} is a positive compound pattern with a single impact.
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Instance 10 (Negative Combined Patterns) A negative combined pattern consists
of at least one negation relation, on either the pattern elements or pattern impact
side. Negative relations on the dissimilarity and dependence in feature, interaction,
relation, structure or impact exist in negative patterns.

For instance,{a,b,d →¬i} is a negative combined pattern with a single impact.

5 Combined Pattern Presentation
The representation and presentation of combined patterns are very much dependent
on the relations and structures of pattern combinations. For syntactic pattern rela-
tions and structures, tools in ontology engineering [30] can be used, with temporal
logic [2] to represent the logic relations between elements. This is also applica-
ble for patterns with explicit structures and relations. Those patterns with implicit
relations and structures are more suitable for probabilistic relations and formulas.
Below, we introduce pattern ontology and the pattern dynamic chart as two of the
presentation tools.

5.1 Pattern Ontology
Pattern ontology is motivated by the frequently used concept of design ontology
pattern (ODP) [46] for designing reusable and high-qualitytemplates and software
in the architecture field [1]. In the data mining community, ontology has been used
in different situations: ontology for representing business problems and data min-
ing input and results, and mining ontology data. In this paper, we bring the ODP
concept for combined pattern mining to represent patterns in terms of ontology and
to infer pattern relations during pattern dynamics. We can then define a pattern on-
tology to enable the representation and reasoning of patterns. In pattern ontology
language, a combined pattern is a pattern instance; each constituent pattern can be
represented as an ontological item or element; the relations between constituents
can be represented in terms of ontological relations and operators in the first-order
temporal logic.

Ontological tools including items, operators, classes, relations, instances and
axioms are used to represent pattern elements and pattern relations in combined
patterns. Axioms can be defined to represent pattern relations. For instance,{p1 →
p2} represents that patternp1 causes patternp2, {p1∧ p2} represents that patterns
p1 andp2 take place together,{p1∨ p2} represents that patternsp1 or p2 exist. In
impact-oriented hybrid combined patterns, we may see that multiple patterns are
associated with the same impact (as shown in [9, 7, 41, 42]).

The concept of pattern ontology can be very valuable in representing and rea-
soning about combined patterns. It can also play an important role in converting
patterns into knowledge that can bridge the gap between datamodelers and busi-
ness analysts. For instance, business rules may be relatively easily created on top
of ontologically represented patterns.

5.2 Pattern Dynamic Chart
Because of the intrinsic relations between constituent patterns, it would simplify
the user’s life if combined patterns could be presented in analigned way. This
motivated us to develop a pattern chart to engage the combinational aspects of a
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combined pattern, including constituents, relations, andimpacts. If other dimen-
sions such as pattern dynamics and pattern change can be embodied in the chart, it
will help users to understand the evolution of the family of combined patterns and
their impact change. This will help the understanding of underlying business, and
assist in detecting and predicting the crucial changes of the underlying business for
early or online intervention.

To give an example, the attachment of impact with cluster patterns may make
the analysis and understanding very complicated. Cluster patterns may be used to
explore pattern evolution and influence dynamics by converting them into apattern
impact relation chart, (or pattern evolution chart), in which the horizontal axis
represents the pattern growth, and the vertical axis represents the pattern influence
dynamics. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of a cluster pattern consisting of eight
elements and five impact levels. In [9, 7, 42], we introduce a pattern dynamic
chart to present a set of behavior changes and their associated impact on different
performance metrics such as confidence, lift, contributionand the impact of each
behavior that contributes to overpayments in social security.

6 Applications and Evaluation
In this section, we discuss the process and application of deploying combined min-
ing and the evaluation of identified and constructed combined patterns.

6.1 Deployment of Combined Mining
While it is difficult, if not impossible (and perhaps even pointless), to provide gen-
eral solutions for deploying combined mining in a general sense, here we summa-
rize some of our experiences in generating combined patterns. Combined patterns
may be identified through a one-off or multi-step process. A typical multi-step
combined mining process works as follows:

1) Business understanding to identify the corresponding pattern combination
factors available in the particular problems and the aspects to be considered
for specific business goals;

2) Factor/aspect analysis to select/develop proper metrics to evaluate the ne-
cessity and contribution of each factor and their respective roles in terms of
business goals, and to identify the factors and aspects essential for problem-
solving;

3) Atomic patterns are discovered in each factor/aspect; they may be sorted in
terms of relevant metrics.

4) The relations between and within the atomic patterns are analyzed;

5) Associated atomic patterns are combined (merged) according to relations by
pattern merging methods and merging purposes (often dependent on busi-
ness problems and objectives);

6) The merged patterns may be further converted and/or presented into deliver-
ables that satisfy specific purposes.

We further discuss strategies and issues in deploying combined mining, based
on our elementary experiences in the real world [7, 8, 9, 10, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,
45].
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• Aspect: Several combination aspects, from source, feature, pattern, method
and dynamics to impact, have been discussed in Section 3.2, along with their
need to be evaluated in terms of the underlying business goals, and their roles
and importance in solution seeking and feasibility in the practical sense. If
many factors are involved, they need to be prioritized and only the really
relevant and essential factors may be considered. For instance, the coupling
relationship between features (i.e. relation learning [33, 32] and coupled
object analysis [6, 29]) may be computationally too costly to be considered
in feature interaction.

• Framework: As discussed in [10], there may be multiple different frame-
works to support combined mining. The most cost-effective framework is
selected for a given problem, by considering the feasibility, effectiveness
and efficiency of implementing it in problem-solving.

• Representation and reasoning: This may involve representation and reason-
ing [14, 3] of combined patterns, pattern relations and dynamics. Besides the
rule-based logic representation [28, 15] of pattern constituents and their rela-
tionships, other methods including ontology and semantic web-based repre-
sentation and reasoning [30], model-based reasoning [28],graph-based rep-
resentation and reasoning [12] and statistics-based representation and infer-
ence [37, 13, 19] may be very useful in describing combined patterns from
specific domains.

• Relation: While both basic logic relationships and other types of relation-
ships, as discussed in Section 4.2, may exist in a pattern space, the most
relevant relations between patterns rely mainly on the datatype and business
goals. One may focus on those relations that are of particular interest and
extractable while ignoring those that are weak or not representable.

• Paradigm: Several types of combined pattern paradigms are discussed in
Section 4.3. They can be used to guide the construction of combined pat-
terns for a specific business problem. One to several paradigms may exist
in the data, which can then be further represented in terms ofcorrespond-
ing pattern structures discussed in Section 4.4. While not all introduced
paradigms and structures may exist in a specific dataset, specific combined
pattern paradigms and structures may be identified and designed for a target
system.

• Evaluation: As we will discuss in Section 6.2, both the technical significance
and business value of a combined pattern needs to be assessed. Ideally, a
combined pattern is actionable if it is not only technicallyinteresting but
also of great business value.

• Presentation: Limited research is available on designing proper mechanisms
to present combined patterns. From the user perspective, combined patterns
may be converted into business rules [4, 7] in terms of certain representation
specifications, with the consideration of business impact and pattern dynam-
ics. Richer pattern presentation language and tools are essential in delivering
business-friendly patterns.

• Computational complexity: We have not discussed this issuein this paper,
although it is crucial in a case study. Often, strategies anddesigns in catering
for multiple sources, features, methods, constraints, relations and impacts
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may be compromised to the point where the discovery and delivery of ac-
tionable combined patterns are are not possible. Typically, only one to two
aspects may be catered for in the process.

• Conflict resolution: Tradeoff between comprehensive design and accept-
able performance may be necessary so that the deliverables can be produced
within an affordable scope. This may also be reflected in pattern evaluation
and selection: an appropriate selection strategy is essential if none of the
patterns satisfy both technical and business performance [11].

6.2 Evaluation
Thanks to the objectives of combined mining of delivering actionable patterns for
smarter decision-making, the evaluation of combined patterns becomes a critical
issue. As we discussed in [11], the actionability is the key concept we use for mea-
suring the value of a combined pattern for both technical significance and business
performance. Actionability refers to the quality and powerof actionable knowl-
edge discovery and delivery(AKD) outcomes for effective decision-making and
problem-solving. The power to work is an optimal outcome andobjective from
AKD through the best integration of six core dimensions: Problem, Data, Envi-
ronment, Model, Decision and Optimization [4]. As a result,AKD can be viewed
as a six dimension-based optimization process [11, 8]:

AKD ::= optimization(problem,data,environment,model,decision) (6)

Actionability computing [4] is thus likely to become an interesting topic to
explore. We need to evaluate and analyze actionability on problem, data, environ-
ment, model, decision and optimization [4]. In practice, actionability may be inter-
preted in varying terms: for instance, autonomy, deliverability and transferability,
dependability, explainability and interpretability, impact, repeatability, semantics
and understandability, and trust. The resultant actionable knowledge (patterns) can
lead to effective actions for better results (decision, answer, conclusion, etc.) [4].

Often it is necessary to prioritize the main objectives of deliverables, rather
than checking every aspect of actionability as discussed above. There could be a
conflict of interest between a high expectation of technicalsignificance and high
satisfaction of business performance [11]. In this case, domain knowledge and
business goals will play an important role in gaining a balanced output.

6.3 Case Studies
First, we present an example of mining multi-source combined associations. In
practice, factor analysis, atomic pattern discovery, pattern relation analysis and
pattern merger need to consider the pragmatic aspects of an underlying problem,
including available sources, attributes, methods, constraints, evaluation metrics,
business goals and expectations. The above combined miningprocess may be
specified accordingly. For instance, in [7], we discuss a multi-source combined
pattern mining process in Fig.1 in Section IV.C, which firstly analyzes and identi-
fies a data source to discover patterns, The identified patterns are then used to guide
the feature selection and pattern mining on each of the othersources. Pattern re-
lations and domain knowledge are then involved to analyze the relations between
patterns from different sources. A pattern merger method iscalled to combine
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Figure 2: Pattern Evolution Chart

atomic patterns from different sources into cluster or pairassociations. Examples
of cluster patterns and pair patterns produced by this approach are demonstrated in
[9] in social security data. In [10], a few general architectures for mining complex
knowledge in complex data are introduced.

Second, we present an example of mining combined sequentialpatterns. For
instance, in [9], we illustrate combined frequent activitypatterns through the anal-
ysis of the relations between identified frequent sequential activities. We find
impact-contrasted activity patternswith atomic patterns

{

p→ T, in data set D1
p→¬T, in data set D2

(7)

We also findimpact-reversed activity patterns, such as
{

p→ T, in data set D1
p∧q→¬T, in data set D1

(8)

Finally, the combined mining approach can be used to identify multi-levels
of high utility sequential patterns by extending high utility sequence mining [36].
Following the incremental frequent activity patterns discussed in [9], we may find
an incremental cluster sequential pattern, with differentlevels of utility associated
with the atomic patterns.











































TMC→U1
TMC,GPS→U2
TMC,GPS,DAG→U2
TMC,GPS,DAG,PPJ→U3
TMC,GPS,DAG,PPJ,OMF →U0
TMC,GPS,DAG,PPJ,OMF, IKR →U−1
TMC,GPS,DAG,PPJ,OMF, IKR,T MC→U1
TMC,GPS,DAG,PPJ,OMF, IKR,T MC,PPJ→U3

, (9)

The identified multiple levels of high utility patterns can then be presented in
terms of the pattern evolution chart. Figure 2 shows the pattern evolution and its
impact (here, utility) change from elementTMC to PPJ (representing different
behaviors).
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7 Challenge and Prospect
Combined mining and the approaches of object relation and pattern relation anal-
ysis have great potential in tackling big data for smarter decisions. Besides the
challenges and prospects raised for handling particular data, we here discuss some
of the issues and opportunities surrounding combined mining and pattern relation
analysis.

• Pattern structure: Apart from the structures we have discussed in this paper
and references, the main challenges lie in the automatic understanding and
extraction of hidden structures in patterns, especially a large group of iden-
tified patterns. For instance, while it may be easy to talk about incremental
and decremental patterns within frequent patterns, extracting such relations
in tree-based, graph-based and model-based systems is not obvious. In these
cases, structures are present either in implicit forms or interms of sophisti-
cated presentation formats.

• Pattern relation: This is the most interesting part of analyzing combined pat-
terns, however, it is very challenging. Pattern relations are assumed to be
more varied than in knowledge representation, which may involve syntactic,
semantic and mathematical relations between patterns. Besides relation rep-
resentation, many other research issues emerge, such as relation reasoning
and inference, relation learning, relation discovery, andrelation summariza-
tion and presentation.

• Pattern ontology: Pattern ontology is a very promising issue to be further
explored. It is brand new in the data mining community, so before any firm
outcomes are available, techniques in ontological engineering, semantic web
and software design patterns may be used to represent and present combined
patterns and their relations. It could become a very interesting and practical
field in developing effective pattern ontology languages for formally rep-
resenting, modeling, and reasoning about pattern structures and relations.
While such a pattern ontology algebra (language) could be built on top of
existing knowledge representation techniques, it is important to work out
the differences and the need to develop the corresponding tools for captur-
ing not only the syntactic but also the semantic and mathematical aspects
between patterns.

• Pattern combination: The combination of patterns from pattern constituents
and atomic patterns relies on many aspects, such as data characteristics
analysis, combination aspect analysis, relation extraction, decomposition of
pattern elements, and summarization and aggregation of patterns into pat-
tern families. Domain knowledge, meta-knowledge, domain expert and the
above aspects contribute to the merger of meaningful combined patterns.
Data miners can summarize and aggregate patterns into combined patterns.
It is also important to engage domain experts to evaluate thecombination
methods and the subsequent deliverables.

• Process automation: Combined mining follows the general data mining pro-
cess, with additional focus on tackling challenges emerging in the underly-
ing problem. Similar to a typical data mining task, many procedures such
as business understanding, data understanding, feature analysis, and evalua-
tion and deployment are not easily automated. However, the key procedures
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of pattern abstraction, summarization, aggregation, generalization and infer-
ence could be automated if the underlying problem is clear and the relevant
domain knowledge is clearly represented in the modeling. With the sup-
port of pattern ontology, it may be more manageable to guide the inference,
summarization and aggregation into combined patterns by generating pattern
configuration specifications and delivering ontologicallyrepresented pattern
sets.

Besides pattern discovery and learning theory in data mining and machine
learning, the problem solving of object and pattern relation learning has strong
connections with other techniques examining other purposes, such as the pattern
theory [16] for representing and inferring patterns, inductive learning for inducing,
configuring and generalizing knowledge, knowledge engineering and ontological
engineering for representing and reasoning about knowledge, and the constraint
theory and other disciplines of algebra, geometry, statistics and statistical commu-
nications.

8 Conclusions
The analysis of object relations and pattern relations and structures is a very impor-
tant issue in data mining and machine learning. Limited research on this issue has
been conducted. The deliverables from current pattern mining are mainly individ-
ual patterns, which are often not informative and not actionable. This is because
of the lack of pattern dimension analysis, including feature interaction, pattern
interaction, pattern dynamics, pattern impact, pattern relation, pattern structure,
selection criteria, and pattern presentation. Taking these pattern dimensions into
consideration, combined mining is a technique to identify,extract and construct
complex patterns, which appear as either single patterns orcompound patterns
with constituents from different dimensions (elements, features, relations, interac-
tions, structures, constraints, and impacts) linked by proper connectives for various
actionable semantics.

This paper presents a high level picture of combined mining,and discusses
many novel aspects of pattern relation analysis and combined patterns. Pattern
combination dimensions, pattern combination criteria, pattern relations, pattern
structures and pattern paradigms, which are important for constructing combined
patterns and for discovering actionable knowledge in complex data, are discussed.
Pattern ontology and the pattern dynamic chart are also introduced to present com-
bined patterns.

Combined pattern and combined mining present a general paradigm with great
potential for identifying and producing informative and actionable patterns. One
can ‘project’ one’s own problem or application onto the proposed framework of
combined pattern space while selecting one’s own collection of ‘good’ patterns.

We are working on a deep understanding of pattern relations,from the per-
spectives of similarity, dissimilarity and dependence between patterns, to develop
more complex but actionable knowledge. Pattern representation, inference and on-
tology are some of the key issues in our further study towardscreating a pattern
descriptive language.
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